
Precision engineered, custom and standard manifolds that 
you can depend on.

With decades of experience, a world-class ISO9001 certified 
manufacturing facility and a portfolio of impressive system 

solutions, you can rely on Berendsen Fluid Power to deliver 
exceptional quality, cost-effective manifold solutions.

CALL 1800 679 407 |   info@berendsen.com.au
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What do we offer?
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EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
aISO9001 certified manufacturing workshop
aManufactured in accordance with stringent quality  
 standards
aComprehensive testing facilities and test certificates issued  
 with each Manifold
aDedicated quality department and on-site Quality Inspector 

STATE OF THE ART MANUFACTURING FACILITY
aDedicated manufacturing workshop in Newcastle
a4-Axis horizontal and 5-Axis vertical twin pallet CNC  
 machines
aVast range of manifolds from Standard Flow Parallel  
 Manifolds to High Flow Manifolds utilising materials including 
 steel, stainless steel and aluminium
aContinual investment in specialised tools and machinery

HIGHLY SKILLED TECHNICIANS
aSkilled Engineers consult customers through each step of 
 the design process to ensure maximum customer satisfaction
aSpecialised on-site welders
aHighly qualified technicians and CNC operators with decades  
 of experience

FAST TURNAROUND
aDeliver in the shortest production lead times possible
aOperate 6 days a week on morning and afternoon shifts for  
      greater machine operating time and productivity

PRICE COMPETITIVE
aCompetitive when compared with other major OEMs
aDesign and quotation programs in place to ensure quick and  
 accurate quotations

We are a leading manufacturer of custom and standard CETOP 
Manifolds. Our world class CAD Manifold design software and 
applications, of only the most up-to-date technologies in our 
manufacturing processes, making us the first choice supplier of 
Manifolds. Our manufactured Manifolds are suitable for a vast range 
of applications and industries including oil and gas, manufacturing, 
mining, agriculture and hose management systems. 

Berendsen Fluid Power are also proud to 
distribute a vast range of Hydraforce cartridge 
valves at very competitive prices.
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